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Abstract
Our understanding of the Galactic magnetic field (GMF) has increased considerably in recent years, while at the
same time remaining far from adequate. By way of illustration, the Jansson and Farrar (2012) (JF12) GMF model
is described, emphasizing how it is constrained and which features are robust or likely to change, as modelling
and constraining data improve. The most urgent requirements for the next phase of modelling are a more realistic
model for the relativistic electron distribution (in order to reduce the systematic error associated with interpreting
synchrotron data) and a better theoretical understanding of the origin of the large-scale coherent field (in order
to develop a better phenomenological parameterization of the field). Even in its current stage of development, the
JF12 model allows some important conclusions about UHECR deflections in the GMF to be formulated. To cite
this article: Glennys R. Farrar, C. R. Physique XX (2014).
Re´sume´
Le champs magne´tique Galactique et la de´flexion des rayons cosmiques ultra-e´nerge´tiques. Notre
compre´hension du champs magne´tique Galactic (GMF) s’est conside´rablement ame´liore´e au cours des dernie`res
anne´es mais reste largement insuffisante. A titre d’illustration le mode`le GMF de Jansson et Farrar (2012) (JF12)
est de´crit en insistant sur la manie`re dont il est contraint et sur ses caracte´ristiques, qu’elles soient robustes ou,
au contraire, susceptibles de changer avec l’ame´lioration de la mode´lisation et des donne´es. Les besoins les plus
urgents pour la prochaine phase de mode´lisation sont, d’une part, un mode`le plus re´aliste de la distribution des
e´lectrons relativistes (ce qui permettra de re´duire les incertitudes syste´matiques associe´es a` l’interpre´tation des
donne´es d’e´missions synchrotron) et, d’autre part, une meilleure compre´hension the´orique de l’origine du champ
Galactique cohe´rent sur les grandes e´chelles (afin de de´velopper une meilleure parame´trisation phe´nome´nologique
du champs). Le mode`le JF12, meˆme dans sa version actuelle, permet de formuler quelques conclusions importantes
sur la de´flexion des RCUHE dans la Galaxie. Pour citer cet article : Glennys R. Farrar, C. R. Physique XX (2014).
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1. Introduction
Our understanding of magnetic fields in the Milky Way and of the global structure of the GMF has developed
over many decades. A recent review of the magnetic fields in galaxies with a discussion of observations is that of
Beck and Wielebinski (2013) [1]; a classic review of the previous generation of GMF models and their observational
constraints, and application of dynamo theory to interpret the observations is Beck, Brandenburg, Moss, Shukurov
and Sokoloff (1996) [2]. It has only been in the past few years that the present generation of more sophisticated
and quantitatively-constrained models of the GMF have emerged.
Even with these improved models, predicting UHECR deflections remains uncertain, as seen from Fig. 1 which
shows the magnitudes of UHECR deflections predicted by three recent GMF models due to Sun and Reich (SR10,
based on [3] incorporating the parameter update of [4]), Pshirkov, Tinyakov and Kronberg (PTK11,[5]) and
Jansson and Farrar (JF12,[6]). Evidently, determining the astrophysical source(s) of UHECRs via their correlations
with candidate source catalogs is fraught with uncertainty, even if the charge and energy of each UHECR were
perfectly known, until we know the GMF with greater confidence. Nonetheless some general expectations for
UHECR deflections are emerging, as discussed below.
Trustworthy 3D models of the GMF are also needed to calculate the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays and
predict Galactic diffuse gamma emission, with wide-ranging implications including interpreting possible signatures
of Dark Matter annihilation in the Galaxy. Another important application is modeling the spatial dependence of
the synchrotron emission spectral index, needed for accurate foreground subtraction to obtain the cosmological
CMB signal.
2. Observables to constrain the GMF
Faraday Rotation Measures (RMs) of extragalactic sources have always been primary constraining data for
Galactic magnetic fields. Rotation Measures depend on the line-of-sight field; in units of rad m−2,
RM = 0.81
∫
L
0
(
ne(l)
cm−3
)(
B‖(l)
µG
)(
dl
pc
)
, (1)
where L is the distance to the source and ne is the density of ionized electrons, which is dominated by the thermal
electron density. The sheer number of extragalactic sources providing all-sky, well-measured RMs is roughly 2
orders of magnitude larger than in the early 1990s, and will increase by another 1 or 2 orders-of-magnitude within
the decade.
Each extragalactic source (primarily distant quasars) has an intrinsic RM due to magnetic fields in the AGN and
its host galaxy, which can be large compared to the Galactic contribution. However the extragalactic contributions
are uncorrelated from one source to another, so their impact is to produce an approximately isotropic variance
beyond that due to random fields in the Galaxy. Increasing the number of extragalactic sources in the RM dataset
benefits the GMF constraints by reducing the fluctuations in the mean RM of each analysis pixel.
Complementing RM, we now have all-sky maps of polarized and unpolarized Galactic synchrotron emission from
WMAP and soon also from Planck, as well as targeted observations of Galactic structures and high resolution
Figure 1. The magnitude of the deflection of a 60 EeV proton, displayed by arrival direction, in (left to right) the JF12, SR10 and
PTK11 models of the large-scale GMF.
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synchrotron mapping of external galaxies such as in the CHANG-ES survey[7]. Galactic synchrotron emission
provides a constraint on the GMF which is complementary to that from RMs, because synchrotron emission
depends on the transverse magnetic field, weighted by the relativistic (also called cosmic ray) electron density,
ncre. The polarization state of linearly polarized light is specified by the Stokes parameters Q and U, with each
proportional to the polarized intensity (PI) and the relation between Q and U encoding the orientation of the
transverse component of the coherent magnetic field (c.f., [8]), with
PI ∼
∫
L
0
ncre(l) B
2
⊥(l) dl. (2)
Exploiting the relationships in Eqs. (1) and (2) between the magnetic field and the physical observables depends
on knowing the thermal and relativistic electron distributions. The standard model for ne is the Cordes-Lazio
NE2001 model [9], with the mid-plane density and vertical scale-height modified according to [10]. The primary
observational constraint on NE2001 comes from the dispersion measures (DMs) of pulsars, proportional to the
column density of free electrons along the line of sight to the pulsar; the DM is obtained from the frequency
dependence of the arrival time delay of a broadband pulse. The relativistic electron distribution is much more
uncertain. JF12 considered the two available models and found that the GALPROP distribution (kindly provided
by A. Strong), with an overall rescaling parameter α, gave the best fit; the fit could be improved by more extensive
modifications, e.g., by changing the vertical scale height, but exploring that domain was left for the future.
Combining RMs and DMs of Galactic pulsars in principle can provide a very high-value constraint[11]. Firstly,
pulsars have negligible intrinsic RM, and even more importantly, since pulsars are inside the Galaxy, if their
distance is known that adds longitudinal resolution in the constraints from Eq. (1). However until recently, only
a handful of pulsars have had a well-measured distance, as is necessary for constraining the large scale field given
the field reversals in the Galactic disk; fortunately, the number of pulsars with parallax distances and RMs is
growing rapidly now. (Note, however, that correlations between turbulence-induced fluctuations in ne and B can
result in biases[12].) Dramatic improvements are also unfolding in RM synthesis modeling, such as in the GMIMS
survey [13], which will lead to better understanding of foreground random fields.
3. The Galactic magnetic field
Thanks to nearly all-sky RM and synchrotron emission data, and modern computational resources, some general
features of the GMF have emerged. We discuss below the JF12 field model [6,14], describing how it was constrained
and noting its deficiencies. This example should provide guidance to the next stage of theoretical understanding
and phenomenological modeling.
3.1. Jansson-Farrar JF12 model
The Jansson-Farrar JF12 model [6,14] has three distinct parts: i) the coherent large-scale field, with disk, halo
and out-of-plane components[6], ii) a fully random field specified by its spatially-varying rms field strength [14],
and iii) a “striated” random field, defined and explained below[6]. The notions of coherent and random fields
have no a priori boundary, but practically speaking the coherent field is the component of the field which can be
described as a relatively simple function of position for the entire Galaxy, while the random field averages to zero
on scales larger than a few hundred pc or less. The original JF12 analysis[14] constrains only the RMS value of
the random field and does not determine its maximum coherence length or power-spectrum behavior.
Coherent field
The disk component of the JF12 coherent field was taken to be toroidal in an inner “molecular ring” region from
3-5 kpc, beyond which it has a logarithmic-spiral geometry adopted from [15]. Thus the coherent disk field has
10 parameters – the value in the (toroidal) molecular ring region, 7 field values at 5 kpc (the 8th being fixed by
flux conservation), and 2 parameters specifying the thickness profile of the disk. The random and coherent fields
in the disk found by JF12 are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.
The toroidal halo component of the coherent field is described by 6 parameters: the overall strength (including
direction) and radial fall-off, independently in the northern and southern hemispheres, and the vertical scale height
and radial transition width, taken to be the same in N and S to limit the number of free parameters. Alternate
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Figure 2. Left: An x− z slice of the galaxy showing the geometry of the out-of-plane “X” component; the oriented lines show the
direction of the field and do not depict the field strength which is indicated by the shading. Right: The disk components of the
JF12 rms random field [14] and JF12 regular field (clockwise in rings 3-6 and counterclockwise in 1,2,7, and 8)[6], respectively; the
same color code is used for both to facilitate comparison.
forms were explored including a vertical extension of the disk’s spiral-arm structure in which the pitch angle and
phase of the spiral was allowed to change with z, but a purely toroidal field was found to give the best fit.
Finally, an out-of-plane halo component of the coherent field designated as the “X-field” was included, partially
motivated by the X-shaped field structures seen in radio observations of external, edge-on galaxies [16,17]. This
component was taken to be azimuthally symmetric and poloidal, i.e., the X field has no azimuthal component,
that being incorporated via the toroidal halo field. The disk, toroidal halo and X fields were required to be sepa-
rately divergenceless so their parameters could be changed independently. The parameterization adopted for the
X field in JF12 has 4 free parameters: the value at the origin (where by azimuthal symmetry it is purely in the ±zˆ
direction), the radial scale-length of the field strength, the rate at which the field lines open in the central region,
and the angle they make to the disk at asymptotically large radius or equivalently the radius beyond which the
angle stops changing. A visualization is provided in Fig. 2 for the parameters of the best-fit GMF.
Fully random field
The random field is taken to be a superposition of a disk component whose spiral-arms are the same as used for
the coherent field, but with independently fitted rms field strength, and a smooth halo component. The latter
does not have any azimuthal structure; it is characterized by its overall rms strength, and radial and vertical scale
lengths. The disk component has 11 free parameters – one more than for the coherent field where flux conservation
provides one constraint.
Striated field
The striated component is a new element in the JF12 analysis. Phenomenologically, it allows for the possibility of
a random field which on large scales averages to zero but which is locally aligned in some preferred direction. Such
a “striated” field would arise from stretching or compressing a fully random field, which was the motivation for
including it. JF12 found that, within the discriminating power of their analysis, the striated field is aligned with
the local coherent field and its rms strength is locally proportional to the coherent field strength: B2stri = βB
2
reg.
Several variations to this simple model were tried and none gave as good a fit, but an exhaustive exploration
of the striated random component of the field was not undertaken. An alternate physical origin for such a field
component is the local compression and rarification of a coherent field, as occurs when a supernova explosion
produces a shell of compressed material surrounding a rarefied plasma. This has the phenomenological impact
of increasing polarized synchrotron emission relative to that expected in a smooth medium without impacting
the RM prediction (in the approximation that the thermal electron density is slowly varying), since synchrotron
emission is quadratic in the field strength and RM is linear. Future more detailed studies of the relation between
striated and coherent fields as a function of position in the Galaxy will help ascertain the origin of this contribution
to the Galactic synchrotron signal.
Fitting procedure and results
The full JF12 model thus depends on 35 parameters: 20 for the coherent field, one for the striated field denoted β,
13 for the random field, and the overall rescaling of ncre, denoted α. These parameters were constrained by Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting altogether nearly 10,000 observables, each with measured variance, distilled
from 40,000 extragalactic RMs, and the WMAP polarized synchrotron and total synchrotron emission maps, Q,
U, and I. Only the coherent field contributes to the RMs, while both regular and striated fields contribute to Q
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Figure 3. Skymaps in Mollweide projection of (left to right) RM (in rad/m2), Stokes Q and Stokes U (in mK). From top to bottom:
row 1, data; rows 2-4 simulated data from the JF12, SR10 and PTK11 models, respectively. Galactic longitude l = 0◦ in the
center and increases to the left. White pixels (RM) lack data. The Q, U data were not fit in a masked region where foreground
contamination is greatest, yet the JF12 fit is quite good in all regions; see [6] for the masks used. Plot courtesy D. Khurana.
and U. First the parameters of the coherent field and the product αβ are fit to the RM, Q and U data, then
the total synchrotron emission I is fit, fixing the parameters of the random field and breaking the degeneracy
between α and β. The best-fit parameters can be found in refs. [6,14] where it can be seen that with the assumed
GMF functional form and ne and ncre models adopted, all parameters are well-constrained except for the radial
transition width of the southern toroidal halo.
Fig. 3 shows the RM, Q and U data compared to the maps predicted by the JF12, SR10 and PTK11 models;
corresponding plots for the JF12 random field are given in [14]. The greater fidelity seen with the JF12 model is
related to its functional form which is divergenceless and allows for possible out-of-plane and striated components
(see [14] for a comparison of the χ2 per degree of freedom for the different model fits shown in Fig. 3). The X-field
specifically is responsible for producing the L-R asymmetry and sharp boundaries seen in the Q & U maps. The
striated component of JF12 effectively enhances the synchrotron emission, for a given field strength and ncre.
3.2. Uncertainties and caveats in GMF models
The MCMC procedure used in JF12 to determine the parameters of the GMF returns a multi-dimensional
probability distribution for the parameter values, which reflects correlations in the uncertainties that are hard to
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Figure 4. The uncertainty in degrees on the deflections of 60 EV
UHECRs shown in Fig. 1a, stemming from the parameter uncer-
tainties in the coherent JF12 GMF, plot courtesy D. Wilmes.
Figure 5. The distribution of 10 GeV electrons, ln(ncre/ncre,⊙),
in the model of ref. [18], courtesy D. Benyamin.
appreciate looking at individual parameter uncertainties alone. To have a practical measure of how well constrained
a GMF model is, we calculate the uncertainty in UHECR deflections due to uncertainties in the model parameters,
by randomly sampling the multi-dimensional parameter distribution returned by the MCMC analysis. Fig. 4 shows
a map of the variance in the deflections thus obtained, as a function of the CR arrival direction, for the JF12 field
model at a rigidity of 60 EV. This shows that the UHECR deflection-mapping uncertainties stemming from the
analysis and fitting procedures and from the variance in the underlying constraining data are quite low, with a
maximum value of 1.6◦. Thus by reducing the uncertainty in the ncre and ne models and improving the functional
form of the GMF model, in principle quite reliable deflection mapping can be eventually achieved, at least for the
rigidities of protons subject to the Greisen Zatsepin Kuzmin (GZK) energy loss horizon. In any case, the present
uncertainty in the GMF is much larger than that stemming from the fitting, exemplified in Fig. 4. We now turn to
the caveats that must be placed on the validity of the JF12 model, and more generally to any effort to constrain
the large scale structure of the GMF.
As stressed in [6] and above, having a correct ncre and ne model is essential for obtaining a correct B field,
yet the azimuthally symmetric GALPROP ncre model may be subject to major revision, as illustrated in Fig. 5
showing the (natural log of the) 10 GeV electron density in the Galactic plane relative to the solar neighborhood,
in the model of [18]. This is the characteristic energy of electrons producing the 22 GHz synchrotron emission
mapped by WMAP and used in the JF12 constraints. In the model [18], sources are predominantly pulsars in the
spiral arms, and, with expected diffusion parameters, electrons cool before traveling far enough to smooth out the
spiral arm structure; Fig. 5 exhibits azimuthal modulations of nearly two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the
spiral arm geometry used in [18] is significantly different from the arm geometry of the standard Cordes-Lasio ne
model, NE2001, used by [15] and adopted by JF12.
The possible impact on the JF12 random field model of converting to the ncre model of Fig. 5, can be very
roughly estimated by idealizing the change to ncre as being to replace the azimuthally uniform GALPROP value,
nG, by 0 in the interarm regions and by the value n
′ in the arms. Let f be the fraction of the line of sight occupied
by arms. Reproducing the observed synchrotron emission would then require a reduction in the value of Brms by
a factor ≈
√
(nG/n′) f−1. From Fig. 5, f ≈ 0.1 and n
′/nG ≈ 10
2, leading to the rough estimate that the peak
rms fields in the disk, in the JF12 random field model, may need to be reduced by a factor of order 3.
The above crude estimate may be indicative of the impact on the disk random field, of converting from the
smooth GALPROP ncre model to a structured one such as given by [18], but the impact on the coherent and
striated fields in the disk cannot be estimated in this way since those are constrained in part by RMs which are
not sensitive to ncre. Some modification should also be expected to the halo and X fields, since all lines-of-sight
receive a contribution from the disk, albeit a small one for higher galactic latitudes which provide the strongest
constraints on those components.
Clearly, a high priority for next-generation GMF modeling, is to fit for the arm geometry as well as field
parameters in the disk. The arm geometry of [18] is suggested by spiral density wave theory[19] with parameters
chosen based on CO (carbon monoxide) maps. Simultaneously fitting for parameters of the ncre and ne(r) models,
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including pertinent additional data such as DMs, may be feasible and is being explored.
3.3. Summarizing the status of the GMF
To recapitulate, the key features of the JF12 halo field are:
• A North-directed, coherent poloidal component (the X-field). Its strength is ≈ 5µG at the center of the galaxy
and diminishes relatively slowly with distance from the Galactic plane; its radial scale-length is ≈ 3kpc and its
value in the solar neighborhood is ≈ 0.2µG.
• Oppositely directed coherent toroidal fields above and below the Galactic Plane. The sense of rotation below the
plane (Southern hemisphere) is in the same direction as the rotation of the disk. The toroidal fields reach their
maximum strength about 1 kpc away from the plane, beyond which they decline slowly reaching half their peak
value at ≈ 5 kpc. The sense of the toroidal fields are consistent with their resulting from differential rotation of
the coherent poloidal X-field.
• The halo component of the random field declines slowly with radius and |z|, with a value 1µG for |z| ≈ 3 kpc
at the solar circle.
In spite of the caveats about sensitivity to the uncertain ncre distribution, the following gross features of the
JF12 disk field are probably robust:
• There are two main arms with oppositely-oriented fields and the solar system is in an inwardly-pointing arm.
Note that at the solar radius, the assumed logarithmic spiral geometry is almost azimuthally oriented.
• The typical strength of the coherent disk field in the magnetic arms is ≈ 1µG, with maximum values of a few
µG. In the disk, the rms strength of the random field is considerably larger than of the coherent field, with a peak
strength of order 10µG, with large uncertainty due to the uncertainty in ne(r).
The large scale poloidal and toroidal halo fields of the Galaxy provide a valuable hint for understanding their
origin, but this topic is beyond the scope of this Chapter.
4. Deflections of UHECRs in the Galaxy
Figure 6. The arrival plane regions contributing
to detected 60 EV CRs for a source at {l=341.7◦,
b=4.2◦}. Photons arrive at (0,0) and distances are
in kpc; color shows the angular distance of the
UHECR from the center of its image.
Although JF12 cannot be trusted in detail, it should be good
enough to draw a number of qualitative conclusions about de-
flections of the UHECRs which do not pass too close to the disk.
A very interesting feature to be expected of UHECR propagation
in the GMF was pointed out and investigated by Harari, Moller-
ach and Roulet in a series of papers beginning in the 1990s, e.g.,
[20]. Namely, the GMF acts as a lens whose properties change
with rigidity 1 , in principle giving rise to multiple images and
magnification. We can take the JF12 model as a semi-realistic
magnetic field model to explore whether the rigidities at which
multiple imaging and magnification occur are high enough for
these phenomena to be observable. Another important question
is whether the random field seriously modifies deflections com-
pared to those in the regular field alone. As we shall see, the
consequences of GMF deflection can be dramatic and will need
to be taken into account in any careful future effort to do source-
identification. In the following discussion, extragalatic deflections
will be ignored, but in a comprehensive study their impact also
needs to be considered.
While it is easy to accept the idea of multiple-images and image
distortions based on everyday experience, sometimes people get
confused by a seeming paradox which may be encountered in
thinking about UHECR deflections, so we will begin with discussing the origin of the imaging. UHECRs from a
1. Rigidity, energy divided by charge, is all that matters for cosmic ray deflections. Rigidity is properly measured in units of V
but when only magnetic deflections and not energy losses are of concern, V and eV maybe used interchangeably since knowing the
deflection of a proton of energy E in eV specifies the deflection of any CR with the same value of E/Z.
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Figure 7. Magnification map at 3.2 EV for JF12 regular (left) and regular+random fields (right).
particular distant source arrive to the Galaxy as a uniform, parallel beam. Define an “arrival plane” transverse to
the direction to the source, where the GMF starts to be relevant. The subsequent trajectory of a UHECR in the
GMF will depend on its rigidity and where it intersects the arrival plane. Most locations on the arrival plane do
not illuminate the Earth at all – those UHECRs’ trajectories simply miss Earth altogether. It can happen that,
for a sufficiently low rigidity or in a complex enough magnetic field, more than one region of the transverse plane
illuminates the Earth. Fig. 6 shows this phenomenon by showing the position on the arrival plane, of CRs which
hit the detector from a given source; their diamond-shapes reflect the pixelazation of the arrival direction binning.
It is intuitively plausible, and required by the conservation of specific intensity along a CR trajectory (flux per
steradian, c.f., [8]), that CRs in each of the non-overlapping patches follow distinct trajectories, such that in the
limit of infinite angular resolution they arrive in non-overlapping images. As the rigidity decreases, the complexity
of the trajectories and the number of images increases, although within the detector resolution, images may
merge. It should be noted that the size of the various regions in the arrival plane which illuminate the detector
are in general not equal. Since the flux is uniform in the arrival plane, the relative numbers of events in the
various detected images are proportional to the area in the arrival plane which produces them, or equivalently, to
the angular size of the given arrival-direction image. This means that the total flux from a given source can be
magnified or demagnified relative to the total flux that would be received from the source in the absence of the
GMF.
Since UHECR energy losses in the Galaxy are negligible, Liouville’s theorem guarantees that if the illumina-
tion from external sources is isotropic, the observed UHECR sky must be isotropic, separately for each rigidity.
Sometimes it is incorrectly argued from this, that there can be no magnification of sources, multiple imaging,
etc., contrary to the expectation from lensing. The resolution of the seeming paradox is simply that while the
observed sky looks isotropic if the galaxy is illuminated isotropically, that does not mean that the observed sky is
illuminated by every source direction. Sources in some directions can make no contribution whatsoever, or have
a greatly reduced flux relative to their intrinsic emission. The magnification factor is the flux from a standard
source in the given direction, summed over its images. Fig. 7 shows the magnification factor for 3.2 EV UHECRs
as a function of source direction, for the JF12 coherent field only (left) and for the total of coherent field plus
a realization of the random field (right). It is striking that at lower rigidities, we become blind to sources in a
large portion of the extragalactic universe. It is also noteworthy that at these low rigidities, the random field has
a qualitatively important impact. The same qualitative features were seen in [21], which explored the importance
Figure 8. Deflections from representative source directions (red crosses) for 32 EV (left) and 6 EV (right) CRs. The weight of the
lines reflects the relative number of CRs in the corresponding image; some sources do not illuminate Earth at the lower rigidity.
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Figure 9. Forward-tracked 10 EV CRs in the coherent+random field used in Fig. 7, for 12 representative source directions (crosses);
events from a given source have the same color as the source. More figures showing the difference in CR deflections in different
random field realizations are presented in [22].
of random fields for deflections of heavy nuclei.
The conservation of CR intensity (flux per steradian) between arrival plane and detector, enables one to replace
the very computationally expensive forward-tracking from a given source direction, with high-resolution, all-sky
backtracking, to make high-resolution all sky deflection maps 2 . Fig. 8 shows the complementary information
to Fig. 1, namely the actual deflections in the JF12 regular field, for representative source directions and two
illustrative rigidities. The weight of each line is proportional to the flux in each image, given a reference flux from
the source. The demagnification of sources is reflected here by sources with no images. Fig. 9 shows the observed
arrival directions (for 12 selected source directions, for clarity) at 10 EV, when a realization of the random field
is added to the coherent field. One sees that the Galactic plane region is sort of an attractor for most of the 12
source directions, although for the two in the south and away from the galactic center, the Galactic plane “repels”
the images and the total observed flux is reduced. Further discussion will be found in [22].
5. Conclusions and Outlook
The present generation of GMF models has laid a good foundation for the next generation of modeling efforts,
and we can expect significant improvements on a few-year timescale. The most urgent need is to improve the
models of the spatial distribution of cosmic ray electrons in the 10 GeV energy range, ncre, and of the thermal
electron distribution, ne, which play a crucial role in determination of the Galactic magnetic field. In parallel,
advances in our theoretical insight should allow better functional forms of the GMF to be developed.
Principal features of the most comprehensive modeling effort to date, the JF12 model of Jansson and Farrar
[6,14] are:
1) A northerly-directed poloidal component whose strength is ≈ 5µG at the Galactic center and which drops to
≈ 0.2µG at the solar radius; it falls off slowly with distance from the disk.
2) Oppositely-directed toroidal fields in the halo, whose strength peaks at about 1 µG, ≈ 1 kpc above and below
the disk at the solar radius.
3) Coherent fields in a disk of ≈ 300 pc thickness with field strengths of up to 3 µG, in a (very grossly) 2-arm
structure reversing sign between the arms and displaying variations of strength within them. (This general form
is not new.)
4) Random fields in both halo and disk, with significant variation from arm to arm in the disk. The detailed
structure and maximum field strength cannot be reliably determined until a better model of ncre is available, but
2. Using this technique, all-sky forward tracking in the JF12 regular-field at 0.1◦ resolution, for log10REV from 0.0 to 2.0 in
steps of size 0.01-0.05, and also with several different realizations of the random field for log10REV = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, has been
performed. An online tool employing fast database techniques is available at http://cosmo.nyu.edu/Astroparticle, so a user can
select sources and rigidities for forward-tracking. As the backtracking for new rigidities and fields are completed, the database will
be updated. For further details see [22].
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a best-estimate for the maximum strength is of order 10 µG.
5) Small scale anisotropic structure. This may be due to compression and rarefaction of the coherent field, e.g.,
supernovae shocks, or due to stretching or compression of a random field, e.g., by winds or shocks. Phenomeno-
logically, both mechanisms enhance polarized synchrotron emission and are not distinguishable within the JF12
analysis; they are treated as a separate component called a striated field[6].
The qualitative features of JF12 allow several important conclusions to be drawn regarding UHECR deflections.
Most importantly, at rigidities ≈ 3 − 10 EV and below, many potential source directions are probably invisible.
Even for rigidities of order 10 EV (as for a 60 EeV carbon nucleus), deflections are large and helter-skelter for
many source directions, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Only CRs whose deflection can be reliably predicted should be
used for correlation studies. Thus being able to estimate the charge of individual UHECRs is virtually essential
for source identification studies, in order for a rigidity assignment to be made 3 .
Today, we can unambiguously determine the rigidity for only a few UHECRs, and the GMF is only partially
understood. Consequently, source identification studies must adopt some composition ansatz and only the subset of
events with relatively well-determined deflections should be used. Within a few years, however, the quality of GMF
modeling and the estimation of individual UHECRs’ charges should improve significantly, greatly strengthening
the prospects for constraining UHECR sources, and in the much longer run, using UHECRs as an important
probe of the GMF.
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